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Abstract
The human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is a DNA virus encoding for many chemokine 
receptor homologs, including US28. The constitutive activity of this receptor in 
glioblastoma, an incurable aggressive type of brain cancer, is suggested to play 
an oncomodulatory role and enhance tumor growth. Here, we developed highly 
potent and selective US28-targeting nanobodies, which bind to the extracellular 
domain of US28 and are able to detect US28 in GBM tissues. The nanobodies 
inhibited chemokine binding and reduced the constitutive US28-mediated signaling 
with nanomolar potencies. Furthermore, US28-targeting nanobodies significantly 
inhibited HCMV/US28-mediated tumor growth in vitro and in vivo. This study 
provides a potential therapeutic approach for HCMV-positive tumors using the 
nanobody technology. 
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Introduction
In the recent years, antibody-based therapies, like monoclonal antibodies, have 
been gaining more attention as therapeutics against cancer due to their specificity 
[1] . In addition, the use of small antibody fragments is uprising due to their favorable 
size and specificity [2]. These fragments include the variable domains derived from 
heavy-chain-only antibodies found in animals belonging to the camilidae family. 
Such fragments are also called VHHs, single domain antibodies, or Nanobodies® 
(Nbs) and have proven to be good detection tools, crystallization-chaperones, 
and therapeutics for several receptor classes, including GPCRs [3]–[5]. In fact, 
nanobodies targeting CXCR2, CXCR4, or CXCR7 have already successfully been 
developed [2], [6], [7], as well as nanobody 7, which targets the intracellular region 
of US28 [5]. Showing high similarity with human VH sequences, nanobodies are 
not very immunogenic and have great potential as therapeutics. 

HCMV-encoded viral GPCR US28 has been suggested to play an oncomodulatory 
role in glioblastoma via promiscuously coupling to G proteins and signaling towards 
a wide range of transcription factors and cytokines. In Chapter II we found a role 
for the constitutive activity of US28 in the growth of 3D glioblastoma models and 
an intracranial in vivo model. In this chapter, we generated and characterized 
nanobodies specifically targeting US28. We examined the potential of US28 as a 
therapeutic target for HCMV-associated GBM and determine if US28 nanobodies 
are useful diagnostic tools to further study the role for HCMV-encoded US28 in 
GBM. 

Results 
Generation of US28 targeting nanobodies 

In order to study the role of HCMV-encoded chemokine receptor US28 in more 
detail, inhibitory US28-targeting nanobodies were generated, screened, and 
tested. Phage-display libraries were generated from RNA from peripheral blood 
lymphocytes of immunized llama and alpaca. This library was used in multiple 
rounds of phage-display selection. Output clones were screened for their ability 
to displace the radiolabeled chemokine CCL5 (125I-CCL5) from US28-expressing cells 
(Figure 1A). One candidate that fully inhibited the binding of radiolabeled CCL5 or 
CX3CL1 to US28 was designated as monovalent or mono US28-Nb (Figure 1B 
and Table 1). A bivalent construct of this nanobody (biv. US28-Nb) showed a 100-
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fold increase in affinity as shown in competition binding (pKi of 9.0±0.2 for CCL5 
and 9.6±0.2 for CX3CL1, Figure 4B and Table 1) and flow cytometry assays (pKd 
of 9.2±0.1, Figure 2A and Table 1). The US28 nanobody did not inhibit binding 
of radiolabeled CX3CL1 to its cognate human receptor CX3CR1 (Figure 1C), 
illustrating its selectivity towards US28 [8], [9]. The US28 nanobody did not bind 
to US28 mutant in which the N-terminal was truncated by deletion of 21 amino 
acids (US28-Δ2-22), nor  indicating that its binding epitope involves the N-terminal 
residues of US28 (Figure 2B). 

Binding of the US28 nanobody to the extracellular N-terminal region of the receptor 
allows them to serve as diagnostic tools to detect US28 expression in patient 
material (Figure 2C). The bivalent nanobodies were used for immunohistochemistry 
on parallel paraffin-embedded sections of patient GBM tissue samples (Figure 2D). 
The US28 nanobody showed comparable specific staining for US28 as well as 
the conventional US28 antibody that was directed against the C-terminal region 
[10]. Taken together, a novel US28-targeting nanobody was generated which 
competes for chemokine binding by binding to the N-terminus of the receptor. 
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Figure 1 US28-targeting nanobodies displace chemokine binding. (A) Displacement of 125I-CCL5 
from US28-expressing HEK293T membranes by periplasmic extracts expressing single nanobody 
clones. Candidate clones are indicated with blue circles. (B) Displacement of 125I-CCL5 (left) or 125I-
CX3CL1 (right) from US28 on HEK239T membranes by monovalent or bivalent nanobodies or unla-
beled ligand. Monovalent nanobody: open blue circles, bivalent nanobody: filled red circles and unla-
beled ligand: filled black squares. (C) Lack of displacement of 125I-CX3CL1 from CX3CR1-expressing 
HEK293T membranes by the US28 nanobodies. Data shows mean ± SEM. *** P < 0.001 (unpaired t-test).
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These nanobodies recognize similar US28-expressing cells in GBM samples as 
the conventional US28 antibody and prove that US28 nanobodies can be high 
quality detection tools for ex vivo and in vivo applications. 

US28 targeting nanobodies partially inhibit US28-mediated signaling 

After generating and characterizing the US28 targeting nanobodies, we assessed 
the effect of the nanobodies on signaling. The CCL5-induced increase in Gαq 
signaling associated with accumulation of IP was fully inhibited in a concentration-
dependent manner after treatment with the monovalent nanobody (Figure 3A) 
(pIC50 of 7.2±0.09 at a [CCL5] of 10-7.5M, which equals EC80). Above all, the 
bivalent nanobody not only antagonized the CCL5-induced signaling, but also 
inhibited constitutive US28-mediated IP accumulation in a concentration-dependent 
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Figure 2 Nanobodies bind the N-terminus of US28 and detect US28 in GBM tissue. (A) Binding of monovalent and 
bivalent US28-nanobodies to US28-expressing HEK239T cells, as detected by flow cytometry. (B) Nanobody bind-
ing to US28 wild type or N-terminally truncated US28-Δ2-22 mutant, as determined by fluorescence microscopy. 
US28 is detected with rabbit-anti-US28 antibodies (RαUS28), nanobodies with anti-Myc (green) and nuclei with 
DAPI (blue). (C) Indication of the binding epitopes of the rabbit-anti-US28 antibodies (C-terminal) and nanobody 
(N-terminal) on US28. (D) Immunohistochemistry staining of US28 using bivalent US28-nanobodies. Parallel 
sections of GBM patient material were stained with hematoxylin (blue) and bivalent US28 nanobody, rabbit-anti-
US28 antibodies, or irrelevant (Irr) nanobody (brown). IgG isotype control (IgG) was used as control. Nanobod-
ies were detected via their Myc-tag. Scale bars represent 250μm and 100μm (inset). All data show mean ± SEM.
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manner (Figure 3B) (α–0.52±0.02, pIC50 8.8±0.1). The monovalent nanobody did 
not inhibit the basal US28 activity at concentrations that corresponded to 10-times 
(10-6M, Figure 3B) or even 100-times (10-5M, data not shown) its kD value. The 
inverse agonistic activity of the bivalent nanobody was confirmed in an orthogonal 
reporter gene assay in which the bivalent nanobody, but not the monovalent 
nanobody, inhibited US28-induced NF-κB activity (Figure 3C) (α–0.50±0.08, 
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Figure 3 Nanobodies impair ligand-induced and constitutive US28 signaling. (A) Inhibition of CCL5-induced 
signaling towards PLC by Mono Nb. CCL5-induced accumulation of inositol phosphates ([3H]-IP) was de-
termined in HEK293T cells treated with 10-7.5 M (EC80) of CCL5 and a concentration range of Mono Nb. 
Basal US28-induced IP accumulation was plotted as 100% (dashed line). (B) US28-mediated accumulation 
of 3H-labeled inositol phosphates (IP) in US28-expressing HEK239T cells treated with either CCL5 alone 
(black squares), bivalent US28-nanobodies alone (Biv. US28-Nb, red circles) or monovalent US28 nanobody 
alone (Mono US28-Nb, 10-6 M, open blue circle) or monovalent US28 nanobody together with 10-7.5 M of 
CCL5 (closed blue circle). IP levels were plotted in percentage of basal US28-mediated IP accumulation 
(dashed line). (C) US28-induced NF-κB reporter gene activation upon treatment with Biv. US28-Nb (red) or 
Mono US28-Nb (blue) in HEK239T cells, plotted in percentage of basal US28-mediated NF-κB activation 
(dashed line). (D) Effect of CCL5 (10-8 M) or bivalent US28-nanobodies on US28-mediated IP accumula-
tion in HEK239T cells expressing US28 wild type or the US28-∆2-22 mutant. (E) Inhibition of US28-induced 
proliferation of NIH-3T3 cells by Biv. US28-Nb. Cells were grown for 7 days in which medium with nanobod-
ies was refreshed every 3 days. Proliferation was quantified by total protein determination in cell lysates. 
Unless indicated otherwise, all nanobody treatments were done with a concentration of 10-7 M. (F) Inhibi-
tion of US28-mediated NIH-3T3 foci growth by bivalent US28-nanobodies. Foci were allowed to form dur-
ing an incubation of 14 days in which medium with nanobodies was replaced every 3 days. Growth of indi-
vidual foci was measured by determining methylene blue stain intensity. Plotted are averages of individual 
experiments with mean ± SEM. All data show mean ± SEM with ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001, (unpaired t-test).
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pIC50 8.6±0.3). In accordance with the epitope mapping data, the nanobodies 
did not inhibit the signaling of the US28-Δ2-22 mutant (Figure 3D). Additionally, 
the bivalent nanobodies impaired US28-dependent proliferation and foci growth in 
NIH-3T3 cells (Figure 3E and 3F). These data demonstrate that the monovalent 
US28-targeting nanobody acts as a competitive antagonist on US28, whereas the 
bivalent nanobody acts both as antagonist in chemokine binding and as a partial 
inverse agonist in US28 signaling. 

Bivalent nanobody impairs US28-enhanced GBM growth  

After establishing the partial inverse agonistic properties of US28 targeting bivalent 
nanobodies, we aimed at testing the inhibitory potential of these nanobodies in our 
3D spheroid models in vitro and in in vivo GBM models. In U251-iUS28 cultures, 
the bivalent nanobody stained US28 in a similar way as the conventional US28 
antibody (Supplementary Figure S1A). Additionally, it inhibited US28-mediated 
signaling, as determined via IP accumulation, as well as reduced VEGF secretion 
(Supplementary Figure S1B and S1C). In 3D U251 GBM spheroid models, 
treatment with the bivalent nanobody reduced US28-mediated spheroid growth by 
50% (Figure 4A), which was accompanied by significantly reduced VEGF secretion 
levels (Figure 4B). Treatment of these spheroids with the clinically approved VEGF 
scavenging antibody bevacizumab (BCM)/Avastin [11] reduced the US28-mediated 
growth of U251-iUS28 spheroids to a similar extent as the bivalent nanobody 
(FIgure 4C), while no non-specific effect was observed in non-induced U251-iUS28 
cells. Furthermore, no additional effect was observed when the nanobody and BCM 
treatments were combined.  

Having confirmed the inhibitory properties of the bivalent nanobody in 3D in vitro 
cell models, we wanted to assess the functionality in vivo in GBM tumor models. As 
a result of the small size of nanobodies, they display an efficient renal clearance and 
consequently a relatively short blood circulation time [3]. To enhance their circulation 
half-life, an additional albumin-binding nanobody was added to the bivalent US28-
specific nanobody, creating a trivalent construct with half-life extension (US28-
NbHLE) [12]. A bivalent nanobody directed against Pseudomonas transport protein 
PcrV [13] was also half-life extended and was taken along as irrelevant control 
(Irr-NbHLE). US28-NbHLE displayed a similar potency in inhibiting US28 signaling 
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compared to the unmodified bivalent nanobody, while the Irr-NbHLE did not show 
binding to US28 nor affect US28 signaling (Figure 5A). The blood-brain barrier 
(BBB) is a major hurdle in drug delivery in the brain. Therefore, the integrity of the 
tumor vasculature was assessed by T1 weighed MRI (Figure 5B). The observed 
extravasation of the contrast agent gadolinium indicates a compromised integrity 
of the BBB in this tumor model, which prompted us to test our nanobodies in 
this model via systemic administration. Using an orthotopic U251 GBM model 
and systemic intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration of our nanobodies, we could 
determine their effectiveness. Mice treated with US28-NbHLE  bearing U251-
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Figure 4 Inhibition of US28-mediated GBM-growth using US28-specific nanobodies. (A) Inhibition of US28-
mediated growth of U251-iUS28 spheroids by bivalent US28-Nbs (US28-Nb), plotted in percentages as mean 
± SEM (n = 6 spheroids per group). (B) Secretion of VEGF from U251-iUS28 spheroids, as detected using 
ELISA. (C) Size of U251-iUS28 spheroids was determined upon treatment with US28-Nb, bevacizumab (BCM, 
1.7 μM), or both in combination (n = 10 spheroids per group). *** P < 0.001, * P < 0.05 (unpaired t-test).
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Figure 5 Inhibition of US28-mediated GBM-growth by US28-specific nanobodies. (A) US28-mediated ac-
cumulation of 3H-labeled inositol phosphates (IP) in US28-expressing HEK239T cells upon treatment with 
concentration ranges of bivalent US28-Nb (closed red circles), US28-NbHLE (open red circles) or Irr-NbHLE. 
Basal US28-mediated IP accumulation was set to 100% (dashed line). (B) T1 weighed MRI scan of a brain of 
one of the mice carrying an orthotopic doxycycline-induced U251-iUS28 tumor before (left) and after (right) in-
travenous administration of the contrast agent gadolinium. The impaired blood-brain barrier function this tumor 
model is visualized by extravasation of gadolinium from the blood vasculature into the tumor (red arrow). (C) 
Growth of orthotopic GBM tumors in mice upon treatment with half-life extended (HLE) bivalent US28-nano-
bodies (US28-NbHLE, red circles), or an irrelevant nanobody (Irr.-NbHLE, black, open circles). Pooled data of 
n=2 with 6 mice per group per experiment. (D) Sections of paraffin-embedded brains from US28-expressing 
orthotopic GBM model in mice, stained with hematoxylin (blue) and mouse-anti-human-nuclei antibodies, 
rabbit-anti-US28 antibodies, or bivalent US28-nanobodies (brown). Scale bars represent Scale bars repre-
sent 250μm (upper panel) and 100μm (lower panel). (E) Cytokine secretion array of serum of mice bearing
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iUS28 tumors significantly impaired tumor growth (Figure 5C). This inhibition was 
most evident on day 25 and day 27 after surgery (p<0.02 and p<0.04 respectively). 
Immunohistochemistry on parallel sections of mice bearing U251-iUS28 tumors 
indicate the presence of human cells as determined via human nuclei staining 
(Figure 5D). It is noteworthy that these cells are US28 positive and localize in tumor 
area. Analysis of the serum of these animals showed elevated IL-6 and IL-8 levels 
in untreated animals bearing U251-iUS28 tumors (Figure 5E). Serum IL12p70, IL-
1b, and IL-10 were tested as well, but showed no significant increase or decrease 
(data not shown). Systemic US28-NbHLE administration could only significantly 
inhibit IL-6 levels with almost 40% on average compared to mice treated with Irr-
NbHLE, while no significant decrease was in IL-8 levels was observed. This data 
shows that nanobodies targeting US28 and modulating its constitutive activity have 
therapeutic efficacy in vivo. 

control tumors (black circle) and mice bearing US28-expressing tumors treated with  US28-NbHLE (dark grey tri-
angle), Irr.-NbHLE (ligt grey triangle),  or saline (Untr) (white square). Data shows mean of n = 6 animals per group ± 
SEM. In all in vitro experiments, nanobody treatments were performed at 10-7 M. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01 (unpaired t-test).
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Figure 6 Nanobodies impair HCMV-enhanced GBM spheroid growth. (A) Spheroid growth of U251 GBM cells 
infected with HCMV-Merlin upon treatment with Irr-Nb or US28-Nb (n = 8 spheroids per group). (B) Neuro-
sphere growth of HCMV-infected primary GBM48 cells upon treatment with Irr-Nb or US28-Nb (n = >150 neu-
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Nanobodies impair HCMV-enhanced GBM growth

Finally, the role of US28 signaling in GBM was determined in a more clinically 
relevant context. For this purpose, U251 GBM cells and GBM48 primary glioma 
cells were infected with the clinically relevant HCMV Merlin strain and subsequently 
treated with either bivalent US28-Nb or Irr-Nb. No non-specific effect was seen on 
uninfected U251 spheroids or uninfected GBM48 neurospheres (Figure 6A and 6B). 
Inhibition of US28 signaling with these nanobodies impaired the HCMV-mediated 
growth of both U251 spheroids and GBM48 neurospheres. From these data, we 
conclude that the constitutive signaling of the viral chemokine receptor US28 plays 
an important role in the oncomodulatory effect of HCMV in GBM. 

Table 1. Pharmacological characteristics of US28 nanobodies. Binding affinity in flow cytometry (pKd), 
radioligand displacement (%), potency (pKi or pIC50) and efficacy of US28 nanobodies in HEK293T cells. 

*Full displacement.

Assay US28 Nb Biv. US28 Nb
Binding affinity pKd 6.5 ± 0.2 9.2 ± 0.1

125I-CCL5
Displ. (%) 100* 100*

pKi 7.0 ± 0.1 9.0 ± 0.2

125I-CX3CL1
Displ. (%) 100* 100*

pKi 7.2 ± 0.2 9.6 ± 0.2

NF-κB reporter gene
Activity (α) - -0.50 ± 0.08
pIC50 - 8.6 ± 0.3

InsP accumulation
Activity (α) - -0.53 ± 0.02
pIC50 - 8.8 ± 0.1

Discussion
HCMV is a widespread pathogen that has found to be involved tumorigenesis by 
signaling via its HCMV-encoded viral chemokine receptor US28. In chapter II, we 
have shown a role of US28 in stimulating spheroid growth in vitro and in vivo. 
US28 expression in GBM cells was associated with increased secretion of IL-6 
and VEGF, which could promote tumorigenesis even further. In this chapter, we 
generated nanobodies binding and inhibiting US28 to further substantiate the role 
of US28 in HCMV-associated progression of GBM. Previously, inhibitory small 
molecules targeting US28 were developed, but these displayed macromolecular 
potencies and insufficient specificity to permit in vivo applications [14], [15]. The 
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enhanced binding affinity and potency in ligand displacement of the bivalent 
nanobody is likely a result of simultaneous interactions with multiple binding 
sites between the nanobodies and US28. As previously observed, similar 
multivalent nanobody/antibody formats generated enhanced potencies because 
of such avidity interactions [2], [16], [17]. More interestingly, while the monovalent 
nanobody antagonized CCL5-dependent modulation of US28 activity, the bivalent 
US28 nanobody also displayed inverse agonistic properties, reducing constitutive 
US28 signaling. Such inverse agonistic activity of bivalent nanobodies has also 
been observed previously for the chemokine receptor CXCR4 [16], CXCR7 [2]
and CXCR2 [6]. The molecular mechanism associated with this inverse agonistic 
activity is currently unclear and remains to be studied in further detail. Chemokines 
(e.g. CCL2 and CCL5) can aggravate the US28-mediated phenotype as indicated 
by previous studies in US28 transgenic mice and in vitro GBM cell studies [18], 
[19]. The functional differences between the monovalent and bivalent nanobodies, 
where the bivalent variant displaces the endogenous ligands, could be useful for 
dissecting the role of constitutive and chemokine-dependent US28 signaling. 

In glioblastoma, enhanced VEGF levels contribute to gliomagenesis [20]. While 
US28 nanobodies impaired the US28-enhanced VEGF secretion and US28–
accelerated tumor phenotype, no additional effect was observed by BCM/Avastin. 
This suggests that in these cells, the oncomodulatory phenotype of US28 is mainly 
VEGF mediated. Taking this into consideration, it is not surprising that mainly IL-6 
levels were found to be increased in the serum of mice bearing US28 expressing 
U251-iUS28 tumors. US28 is able to activate the STAT-3-IL-6 axis [21]. The presence 
of this positive feed-forward loop results in high levels of IL-6 after inducing the 
receptor. Besides IL-6, IL-8 levels were also increased in these animals, although 
to a lesser extent.  The smaller window of IL-8 can be a result of the ability of 
US28 to sequester IL-8, thereby decreasing overall IL-8 levels and regulating the 
recruitment of immune cells [22]a cytomegalovirus (CMV. Furthermore, the US28 
phenotype has suggested to be mainly mediated via VEGF [21]. Therefore, the 
increase of IL-8 might be less apparent, as IL-8 and VEGF have been stated to be 
regulated via different pathways [23]the breast cancer cell lines with high vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF. However, involvement of IL-8 remains noteworthy, 
as IL-8 is stated to modulate the cancer stem cell (CSC) population in perivascular 
niches [24]. CSCs have been hypothesized to be the driver of GBM, while the 
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perivascular niches have been suggested as the area where HCMV specifically 
localizes. The possible involvement of CSCs will be discussed in further detail in 
chapter V. 

Despite the high potencies of these bivalent nanobodies, the efficacy is limited to 
50% of the constitutive activity of US28. This allows opportunities for improving 
the efficacy of such nanobodies via, for example, engineering of the nanobodies 
through addition of functional moieties, including toxins and photosensitizers 
[25], [26]. Recently, a modified CX3CL1 with enhanced specificity towards US28 
compared to its natural receptor CX3CR1, was fused to a biological exotoxin from 
Pseudomonas [27]. This chemokine-toxin fusion protein efficiently inhibited viral 
replication in vivo by specifically killing of US28-expressing and latently infected 
cells. Similar but nanobody-based toxin fusion proteins would be more selective. 
Alternatively, the nanobodies could serve as specific targeting agents for the 
delivery of cytotoxic agents into US28-expressing cells as a potential treatment of 
CMV positive solid tumors. 

The high affinity of these nanobodies towards US28 also allows them to be used 
as detection tools. US28 protein expression in GBM was detected earlier by 
immunohistochemistry using a polyclonal antibody directed against the C-terminal 
tail of the receptor [10], [28]. In this study, US28 expression was confirmed using a 
monoclonal nanobody format that targeted a distinct, extracellular epitope, which 
further substantiates the presence of HCMV and US28 in GBM. US28 nanobodies 
have the potential to serve as a high quality US28 detection tool for ex vivo and 
in vivo applications. Being one of the few markers of a latent HCMV-infection, the 
US28 nanobodies could be used to detect latently infected cells or so-called latent 
HCMV-reservoirs [29]. Since HCMV is also detected in other malignancies, such as 
colorectal, lung, breast, and prostate tumors, the US28 nanobodies could be used 
to evaluate the presence and role of US28 in other HCMV-related pathologies as 
well [21]. For example, US28 expression was recently detected in renal allografts 
and was suggested to play a role in renal dysfunction after organ transplantation 
[30]. Because the nanobodies recognize the extracellular and therefore accessible 
parts of US28, they could potentially be used for imaging in patients by for example 
positron emission tomography. Hence, the US28-targeting nanobodies can 
potentially be applied for both patient stratification (i.e. diagnostics) and therapeutic 
intervention. 
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Taken together, this study confirms the oncomodulatory potential of US28 in vitro 
and in vivo and  shows that our generated llama-derived nanobodies are highly 
selective. These nanobodies act as inverse agonists inhibiting the constitutive 
oncomodulatory activity of US28. And are therefore promising tools for studying 
US28 biology, non-invasive imaging of latent and active HCMV infections, and 
have potential in GBM therapy in HCMV-positive patients. 
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Materials & Methods

Reagents

Human chemokines CCL5 and CX3CL1 (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA). 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), Dulbecco’s Phosphate-buffered 
saline (D-PBS), trypsin-EDTA and Poly-L-lysine solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint 
Louis, MO, USA. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin/streptomycin (PAA 
Laboratories GmbH, Cölbe, Germany). 125I-Na and myo-[2-3H] inositol (1 mCi/ml) 
(Perkin Elmer Life Sciences, Waltham, MA, USA). Bevacizumab/Avastin (Biovision, 
#A1045, Milpitas, CA, USA).  Mouse-anti-cytomegalovirus (immediate early 
antigen; MAB180R, Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Polyclonal rabbit-anti-
US28 antibodies were generated by Covance (Princeton, NJ, USA) as described 
previously [19]. Anti-Myc tag (clone 9B11, #2276, Cell Signaling Technology, 
Danvers, MA, USA). Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated antibodies 
(1706515 and 1706516, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). Alexa Fluor-
conjugated antibodies (A11001, A11003, A11008 and A11010, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 

Cell Lines and Culture

HEK293T, NIH 3T3, U251-MG and ,COS7 cells were previously described [10], [14]. 
The U251 cell line was authenticated by STR profiling (Baseclear B.V., Leiden, The 
Netherlands). NIH 3T3 cells stably expressing US28-WT were described previously 
[31]. Cell lines with constitutive Fluc/mCherry (FM) expression and/or inducible 
US28 expression (U251-iUS28) were generated by lentiviral transduction. US28 
expression was induced by 1 μg/mL doxycycline (D9891, Sigma-Aldrich). HFFF 
TR cells [32] were kindly provided by Dr. Richard J. Stanton. All cell lines were 
mycoplasma negative (PCR testing, Microbiome, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). 
The primary GBM48 cells were obtained from a patient with glioblastoma multiform 
IV (GBM) at the Karolinska Institute and were cultured in DMEM/F12 medium with 
10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS. 

Generation of spheroids and neurospheres

Spheroids were generated by seeding 3·104 U251 cells per well in a 96-well 
hanging drop plate (3D Biomatrix, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). Treatment in the form of 
US28 nanobody (100nM), irrelevant nanobody (100nM), or bevacizumab (BCM 
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1.7µM) was added simultaneously. After 48 hours of sedimentation, spheroids 
were transferred to 6-well plates coated with 0.75% agarose in normal growth 
medium (with or without treatment). Spheroids were imaged after 72 hours. GBM48 
neurospheres were generated as described previously [33]. GBM48 cells were 
infected with HCMV 24 hours before neurosphere formation and neurospheres 
were imaged 7 days post infection. 

Microscopy imaging

Immunofluorescence staining and microscopy imaging were performed as previously 
[10], [34]named after its main clinical manifestations: warts, hypogammaglo-
bulinemia, infections, and myelokathexis, which refers to abnormal accumulation 
of mature neutrophils in the bone marrow. The disease is primarily caused by 
C-terminal truncation mutations of the chemokine receptor CXCR4, giving these 
CXCR4-WHIM mu-tants a gain of function in response to their ligand CXCL12. 
Considering the broad functions of CXCR4 in maintaining leukocyte homeostasis, 
patients are panleukopenic and display altered immune responses, likely as a 
consequence of impairment in the differentiation and trafficking of leukocytes. 
Treatment of WHIM patients currently consists of symptom relief, leading to 
unsatisfactory clinical responses. As an alternative and poten-tially more effective 
approach, we tested the potency and efficacy of CXCR4-specific nanobodies on 
inhibiting CXCR4-WHIM mutants. Nanobodies are therapeutic proteins based on 
the smallest functional fragments of heavy chain antibodies. They combine the 
advantages of small-molecule drugs and antibody-based therapeutics due to their 
relative small size, high stability, and high affinity. We compared the potential of 
monovalent and bivalent CXCR4-specific nanobodies to inhibit CXCL12-induced 
CXCR4-WHIM-mediated signaling with the small-molecule clinical candidate 
AMD3100. The CXCR4-targeting nanobodies displace CXCL12 binding and bind 
CXCR4-wild type and CXCR4-WHIM (R334X/S338X. All images were obtained 
using an FSX-100 microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) at either 4x (spheroids or 
neurospheres) or 20x magnification (cells).

Molecular cloning, transfection and transduction

The pcDEF3 plasmid encoding US28-WT (from HCMV strain VHL/E, GenBank: 
L20501.1) was described previously [35]. HEK293T and COS7 cells were transfected 
using linear 25 kDa polyethylenimine (PEI; Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA, USA) 
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[35]. For lentiviral transduction, the US28 DNA was subcloned in the pLenti6.3/
To/V5-DEST vector. Lentivirus was produced for 48 hours upon co-transfection 
of HEK293T cells with CMV Fluc-IRES-mCherry, US28-VHL/E pLenti6.3/To/V5-
DEST or pLenti3.3/TR (Thermo Scientific) together with pRSV-REV, pMDLg/pRRE 
and pMD2.g packaging vectors. Lentivirus solution was cleared by centrifugation 
and filtration and cells were transduced overnight.

HCMV infection

HCMV strain Merlin was generated from a bacterial artificial chromosome BAC 
pAL2157. This is BAC pAL1498 [32] in which eGFP was linked to the IE2 gene 
using a P2A linker. SW102 E. coli containing BAC pAL2157 were kindly provided 
by Dr. Richard J. Stanton. BAC DNA was isolated using NucleoBond Xtra 
BAC kit (Macherey Nagel, Düren, Germany). Virus production was initiated by 
electroporation of BAC DNA into HFFF TR cells using the Amaxa Nucleofector and 
the basic fibroblast nucleofector kit (Lonza, Basel, Switserland). Subsequent 
virus productions in HFFF TR cells were started with an infection at MOI 0.02 and 
titres were determined after 3 days using immediate early antigen staining. U251 
and GBM48 GBM cells were infected at MOI 3.

Generating nanobodies

US28 cDNA encoded by VHL/E strain (GenBank: L20501.1) was subcloned from 
pcDEF3 to pVAX1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). One llama and one alpaca were 
immunized 4 times with pVAX1-US28 DNA, followed by boost immunizations with 
HEK293T cells expressing US28. Subsequently, nanobody phage-libraries were 
generated as previously [7] and phage-display selections were performed on 
US28-expressing virus-like particles (Integral Molecular, Philadelphia, PA, USA) 
and US28-expressing COS7 membrane extracts. Nanobody clones were screened 
for displacement of 125I-CCL5 (100 pM) using E. coli periplasmic extracts. Hits 
showed a 3xSD-value reduction in ligand binding. Nanobodies were produced and 
purified from BL21 E. coli

Binding  assays

Displacement and cell-surface binding of 125I-labeled chemokines CCL5 or 
CX3CL1 [14], [35] was analyzed using a Competitive One-Site binding fit and 
Competitive One-Site FitLogIC50 binding fit respectively. Cell-based ELISA 
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and flow cytometry was performed as described previously [34]named after its 
main clinical manifestations: warts, hypogammaglo-bulinemia, infections, and 
myelokathexis, which refers to abnormal accumulation of mature neutrophils in the 
bone marrow. The disease is primarily caused by C-terminal truncation mutations 
of the chemokine receptor CXCR4, giving these CXCR4-WHIM mu-tants a gain 
of function in response to their ligand CXCL12. Considering the broad functions 
of CXCR4 in maintaining leukocyte homeostasis, patients are panleukopenic 
and display altered immune responses, likely as a consequence of impairment 
in the differentiation and trafficking of leukocytes. Treatment of WHIM patients 
currently consists of symptom relief, leading to unsatisfactory clinical responses. 
As an alternative and poten-tially more effective approach, we tested the potency 
and efficacy of CXCR4-specific nanobodies on inhibiting CXCR4-WHIM mutants. 
Nanobodies are therapeutic proteins based on the smallest functional fragments of 
heavy chain antibodies. They combine the advantages of small-molecule drugs and 
antibody-based therapeutics due to their relative small size, high stability, and high 
affinity. We compared the potential of monovalent and bivalent CXCR4-specific 
nanobodies to inhibit CXCL12-induced CXCR4-WHIM-mediated signaling with the 
small-molecule clinical candidate AMD3100. The CXCR4-targeting nanobodies 
displace CXCL12 binding and bind CXCR4-wild type and CXCR4-WHIM (R334X/
S338X. 

US28 signaling assays

Activation of phospholipase C was determined by quantification of the [3H]-inositol 
phosphates (InsP) [10]. NFκB-luciferase reporter gene assays were performed in 
HEK293T cells [35] and luminescence (1 second per well) was measured with a 
Mithras LB940 multilabel plate reader (Berthold Technologies). VEGF levels were 
measured in conditioned medium by ELISA [36]. 

Foci formation and proliferation assay

The US28-dependent formation and growth of foci was assessed in NIH 3T3 cells 
[10], [37]which is known to be constitutively activated and able to cause oncogenic 
transformation. Among G protein-coupled receptors, a DRY sequence in the 
second intracellular loop is highly conserved. However, the KSHV-GPCR shows a 
VRY sequence instead. In this study, we exchanged Asp138 of the DRY sequence 
in the CXCR2 with a Val (D138V. Methylene blue-stained foci was quantified using 
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ImageJ software. Cell proliferation of NIH 3T3 cells was quantified by total protein 
yield as determined by BCA assay (Bio-Rad). 

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) 

Paraffin-embedded animal (8 μm) and patient (5 μm) tissue sections were 
deparaffinized  in tissue clear (Sakura) and rehydrated via a graded ethanol 
series. Antigen retrieval was performed using a high pressure cooker (Decloaking 
Chamber NxGEN) in DIVA decloacker (Biocare Medical) solution (12 minutes 
at 95°C). Hereafter, incubation with pepsin (Sigma-Aldrich) (5 minutes at 37°C), 
peroxidazed-1 (Biocare Medical) (3 minutes at 20°C), background sniper (Biocare 
Medical) (15 minutes at 20°C), and protein block (DAKO) (10 minutes at 20°C) 
was performed. Primary antibody incubation with polyclonal rabbit-anti-US28, 
1:500 for animal tissue and 1:700 for GBM patient tissue (Covance) at 4°C was 
performed overnight. MACH2 Universal HRP-Polymer Detection (Biocare Medical) 
served as secondary antibody. Nanobody staining was performed using similar 
methods: bivalent US28-Nb incubation overnight was followed by incubation with 
1:500 mouse-anti-Myc antibody (Cell Signaling) (1 hour at 20°C). From here on, 
Tyramide Signal Amplification (TSA) was used following manufacturers protocol. 
Sections were developed using 3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB) (Biocare Medical) and 
counterstained with aqua hematoxylin (Innovex). Finally, sections were dehydrated 
via graded ethanol series and xylene, and mounted using DPX neutral mounting 
medium (KliniPath). The study was approved by the Stockholm’s Regional ethical 
committee (permission number: 2008/628-31/2) in Sweden.

Cytokine secretion array

The secreted cytokines in mouse serum was determined using the human 
inflammatory cytometric bead array (CBA) kit (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, 
USA). Full blood of animals was extracted after sacrifice via heart puncture. Blood 
samples were spun down at 14,000 rpm for 30 minutes and serum was collected. 
The array was performed according to manufacturer’s protocol. 

Animal model studies

All animal experiments were conducted in compliance with Dutch Law on animal 
experimentation and the European Community Council Directive 2010/63/EU for 
laboratory animal care and approved by the animal experimentation commission 
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of the VU University medical center. The required sample sizes were calculated 
based on in vitro data and a small in vivo pilot using a two-sided t- test, significance 
level (Type I error) of 0.05, power of 0.9 and assuming a 50% difference between 
sample means and a 20% standard deviation in both groups. 6 weeks old female 
athymic nude mice (Harlan/Envigo, Horst, The Netherlands) were kept as described 
previously [38]. With the exception of the initial US28 comparison study (3 mice/
group), studies were performed with 6 mice/group. Stereotactic injections were 
performed with 5·105 cells as described previously [38].  Mice were monitored daily 
and tumor development was monitored twice weekly using an IVIS/CCD camera 
(Caliper Life Sciences, Waltham, MA, USA) or In-Vivo Extreme imager (Bruker, 
Billerica, MA, USA) upon intraperitoneal injection of D-luciferin (150 mg/kg, GoldBio, 
Olivette, MO, USA). Mice were fed sucrose water (5% w/v) or doxycycline/sucrose-
water (2 mg/mL, 5% w/v). Mice were stratified by tumor size and treated three times 
per week with PBS or nanobodies (500 μg) via intraperitoneal injections. Mice 
were sacrificed upon >15% weight loss, blood was drawn via cardiac puncture and 
brains were formalin-fixed. 

Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed using a preclinical PET-MRI 
system (Nanoscan system, Mediso, Budapest, Hungary) [38]. A T1 weighed scan 
was performed before and after  injection of 750 μmol of the MRI contrast agent 
Gadolinium (Dotarem) in the tail vein using a cannula. MRI images were analyzed 
using MIPAV software (Medical Image Processing, Analysis, and Visualization, 
version 7.2.0).

Statistical analyses

Unless indicated otherwise, all data represented three independent experiments, 
each in at least triplicates. Data and error bars represent mean ± SEM. Graphs 
and statistical analyses were performed with Prism 6 (GraphPad software Inc. 
San Diego, CA, USA). Groups were compared using student’s t test (two-tailed, 
significance level of α=0.05) or ANOVA analyses with multiple comparisons test 
and Tukey correction. No data was excluded.
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary figure S1 US28-specific nanobodies inhibit US28 in 2D U251 GBM cultures. 
(A) Binding of US28-Nb to US28 in U251-iUS28 cells as determined by fluorescence microsco-
py imaging. (B) Inhibition of US28-mediated inositol phosphate (IP) accumulation in U251-iUS28 
cells upon treatment with bivalent US28-Nb. (C) Inhibition of US28-induced secretion of VEGF 
from U251-iUS28 cells.  Data shows mean ± SEM with * P < 0.05, *** P < 0.001 (unpaired t-test).
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